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Using the SmartSensor Matrix for Counts

SmartSensor Matrix is able to perform two different functions at once: stop bar detection and vehicle counting. 
The following recommendations allow you to successfully use the SmartSensor Matrix for counts.

Controller interface
Many traffic controllers provide a method for collecting traffic volume counts based on the signals presented to 
the controller’s detector channels. SmartSensor Matrix’ interface to the traffic controller (the Click 65x, Click 600, 
or Click 112/114 detector rack cards) is the same for vehicle counting as for stop bar detections.

Installing SmartSensor Matrix for counts
The SmartSensor Matrix has 16 radar beams that extend radially from the sensor in a quarter circle with a 140-ft. (42.7-
m) range, as shown in the figure below.
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As detailed in the SmartSensor Matrix User Guide, there are three generally recommended mounting locations for 
the SmartSensor Matrix:

 ■ Back side of the mast arm
 ■ Near side of the approach
 ■ Far side of the approach

Since counting applications have their own special considerations, and because your intersection may not make 
any of these mounting options feasible, the following information may help you choose a suitable mounting 
location for counts.

 ■ Counts are usually made at the stop bar, and counting accuracy decreases the farther the area of detection is 
from the sensor, so consider picking a mounting location that allows the sensor to be close to the stop bar. 

 ■ The edge of the radar footprint should not be at the stopbar, but at least a little beyond it. This allows vehicles to 
be tracked all the way into the stopbar and through the counting zone (explained in the next section).

 ■ For best results, vehicles should enter the sensor’s radar footprint along the rounded edge. When vehicles enter 
on the flat edge of the footprint, the sensor takes a little longer to verify them, particularly if the vehicle is travel-
ing at a high speed.

 ■ Vehicles should pass through as many beams as possible for greatest detection accuracy.
 ■ Counting zones (explained below) should not be in the last radar beam as a vehicle exits the footprint.
 ■ In the figure below, you can see that the stop bar is not on the far edges of the beams, and the vehicles can be 

tracked all the way into the stop bar. Vehicles accelerate out of the stop bar area while still in the beam, ensuring 
they are tracked through the counting zone.
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Ideal mounting locations
The following table provides sensor mounting recommendations given different intersection parameters: 

Mast Arm Offset from the Stop Bar Distance from Nearest Lane
Mast arm in front of the stop bar -50 to -5 ft. above lane, 
adjacent to left turn lanes

At least 6 ft. from the target lane.

Mast arm behind stop bar -5 to 30 ft. At least 3 lanes away, or in the junction of the pole and mast 
arm from the closest target lane.

Mast arm behind stop bar at a distance greater than 30 ft. or 
pole occlusion

At least 6 ft. away and not occluded.

Contact support@wavetronix.com for more suggestions on ideal Matrix mounting locations.

Configuring SmartSensor Matrix for counts
The SmartSensor Manager Matrix software allows you to create zones and map them to channels. When zones 
are assigned to a Normal channel, there is one output pulse when a zone is occupied, even if there is more 
than one vehicle in the zone. When zones are assigned to a Counting channel, there is an output pulse for each 
vehicle that enters the zone, resulting in much more accurate counts at the stop bar.

We recommend creating zones for Counting channels that are approximately 5 ft. (1.52 m) long. We also 
recommend assigning zones for vehicle counting to unique output channels. By keeping the traffic control and 
vehicle counting detections on unique output channels, it is possible to signal the traffic controller simultaneously 
with both types of data.

To create a zone and map it to a Counting channel:

1. Go to the Zones and Channels tab in the software.

2. Drag a zone into the edit area.

Note. As a general rule, you should put the zone in front of or just at the stop bar.

3. Click the Edit Channel button in the bottom menu and use the Channel Type drop-down menu to select Counting.

4. Use the Edit Threshold view to make sure your zone(s) is not in the last of the SmartSensor Matrix’ 16 radar 
beams. In the figure below, the sensor is configured to do stop bar detection using four larger zones in each 
lane and also counts using four smaller zones placed after the stop bar. 
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Example
The variance in intersection geometry makes it difficult to set a single, standard mounting location. The image 
below shows an intersection where you might want to mount the SmartSensor Matrix. We will use this example to 
show how to best go about selecting a mounting location. 

In this example, the mast arm is relatively far from the stop bar—about 43 ft. Intersections that have mast arms in 
advance of the stop bar like this one have a couple of mounting options. 

If we followed the standard recommended mounting locations in the first figure above, we might mount the sensor 
on the pole near the mast arm.
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Although the sensor will work at this location, the large distance from the stop bar to the mast arm makes this 
spot less than ideal because vehicles are entering the radar beam through the flat edge of the footprint. When 
the distance from the stop bar to the mast arm is greater than 30 ft., we recommend mounting the sensor on an 
adjacent mast arm (shown below). 

When mounted at this location, vehicles will enter the radar beam on the rounded side of the footprint. This gives 
the sensor a chance to track the vehicles through the far reaches of the beams. It also allows the sensor to look at 
both the face and body of the approaching cars, allowing for accurate counting. 

It is important to be aware of occlusion when the sensor is mounted in this location. If there are trees or poles in 
the way, it would be better to mount it like in the image above with the red footprint. 

Keep the sensor’s general placement guidelines in mind when selecting a location, including a mounting height of 
about 20 ft. If the sensor is 20 ft. or more away from the detection area, mount the sensor higher than 20 ft.. The 
sensor must also have a clear view of the detection area—poles, mast arms, signal heads, or other objects should 
not block the view. 


